Existing scalable data cleaning approaches have focused on batch data cleaning. However, batch data cleaning is not suitable for streaming big data systems, in which dynamic data is generated continuously. Despite the increasing popularity of stream-processing systems, few stream data cleaning techniques have been proposed so far. In this paper, we bridge this gap by addressing the problem of rule-based stream data cleaning, which sets stringent requirements on latency, rule dynamics and ability to cope with the continuous nature of data streams. We design a system, called Bleach, which achieves real-time violation detection and data repair on a dirty data stream. Bleach relies on efficient, compact and distributed data structures to maintain the necessary state to repair data. Additionally, it supports rule dynamics and uses a "cumulative" sliding window operation to improve cleaning accuracy. We evaluate a prototype of Bleach using both synthetic and real data streams and experimentally validate its high throughput, low latency and high cleaning accuracy, which are preserved even with rule dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern big data and machine learning applications critically rely on data, and derivative representation thereof, to meet certain quality criteria. Issues with data quality can lead to misleading analysis outcomes on the "garbage in, garbage out" basis. To address this issue, a range of data cleaning techniques were proposed recently [19] , [15] , [12] . However, existing data cleaning solutions have focused on batch data cleaning, by processing static data stored in data warehouses. This is in sharp contrast with requirements (and popularity) of distributed systems for streaming data processing (e.g., [17] , [1] ). In streaming data processing systems, data is continuously and simultaneously generated from potentially thousands of data sources. Examples of streaming data include log files generated by customers of mobile and web applications, online purchases, online gaming, social networks, telemetry from sensors or other connected devices, etc. In contrast to the popularity of such systems, data cleaning solutions for cleaning streaming data have not received adequate attention.
In this paper, we address this gap and focus on stream data cleaning. Stream cleaning requires both real-time guarantees as well as high accuracy, requirements that are often at odds. A naïve approach could simply extend existing batch techniques, by buffering data records in a temporary data store and cleaning it periodically before feeding it into downstream components. Such a method clearly violates real-time requirements of streaming applications. The problem is exacerbated by the volume of data cleaning systems need to process, which prohibits centralized solutions. Therefore, our goal is to design a distributed stream data cleaning system, which achieves efficient and accurate cleaning in real-time. Specific challenges that a stream cleaning system needs to address arise due to the dynamic nature of data streams. The dynamics of the streaming systems may lead the very definition of dirty data to change in response to such dynamics.
We specifically focus on rule-based data cleaning, whereby a set of domain-specific rules define how data should be cleaned: in particular, we consider functional dependencies (FDs) and conditional functional dependencies (CFDs). Despite extensive work on rule-based data cleaning [5] , [6] , [8] , [13] , [4] , [12] , we are not aware of any precedent rule-based stream data cleaning system. Our system, called Bleach, proceeds in two phases: violation detection, to find rule violations, and violation repair, to repair data based on such violations. Bleach relies on efficient, compact and distributed data structures to maintain the necessary state (e.g., summaries of past data) to repair data. To address dynamic nature of streams, Bleach supports dynamic rules, which can be added and deleted without requiring idle time. Additionally, Bleach implements a sliding window operation that trades modest additional storage requirements to temporarily store cumulative statistics, for increased cleaning accuracy.
The experimental performance evaluation of our Bleach prototype is two-fold. First, we study the performance of Bleach, focusing on the impact of parameters, and on the effects of rule dynamics. Then we compare Bleach to an alternative approach. Beyond demonstrating superior performance of our system, our comparative analysis attests that designing an efficient stream-cleaning solution goes beyond naïve application of batch cleaning techniques to stream processing.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Next, we introduce basic notation we use throughout the paper, then we define the problem statement we consider.
A. Background and Definitions
In this paper we assume that a stream data cleaning system ingests a data stream and outputs a cleaned data stream instance. We consider an input data stream instance Din with schema S(A1, A2, ..., Am) where Aj is an attribute in schema S. We assume the existence of unique tuple identifiers for every tuple in Din: thus given a tuple ti, id(ti) is the identifier of ti. In general we define a function id(e) which returns the identifier (ID) of e where e can be any element. A list of IDs [id(e1), id(e2), ..., id(en)] is expressed as id(e1, e2, ..., en) for brevity. The output data stream instance Dout complies with schema S and has the same tuple identifiers as in Din, i.e., with no tuple loss or duplication. The basic unit, a cell ci,j, is the projection of the tuple ti on the attribute Aj. The value of ci,j can be expressed as ti (Aj) or v(ci,j). Sometimes, we may simply express ci,j as ci when the cell attribute is not relevant to the discussion. In our work, when we point at a specific tuple ti, we also refer to this tuple as the current tuple. Tuples appearing earlier than ti in the data stream are referred to as earlier tuples and those appearing after ti are referred to as later tuples.
To perform data cleaning, we define a set of rules Σ = [r1, ..., rn], in which r k is either a functional dependency (FD) rule or a conditional FD rule (CFD). Each rule has a unique rule identifier id(r k ). A CFD rule r k is represented by (X → A, cond(Y )), in which cond(Y ) is a boolean function on a set of attributes Y where Y ⊆ S. X and A are respectively referred to as a set of left-hand side (LHS) attributes and right-hand side (RHS) attribute: LHS(r k ) = X, RHS(r k ) = A. When the rule is clear in the context, we omit r k so that LHS = X, RHS = A. Cells of LHS (RHS) attributes are also referred to as LHS (RHS) cells. If there exists a pair of tuples t1 and t2 satisfying condition cond(t1(Y )) = cond(t2(Y )) = true where t1(B) = t2(B) for all B ∈ X but t1(A) = t2(A), then we say t1 and t2 violate against r k . A FD rule can be seen as a special case of CFD rule where cond(Y ) is always true and Y is ∅.
B. Challenges and Goals
An ideal stream data cleaning system should accept a dirty input stream Din and output a clean stream Dout in which all rule violations in Din are repaired. However, this is not possible in reality due to:
• Real-time constraint: As the data cleaning is incremental, the cleaning decision for a tuple can only be made based on itself and earlier tuples in the data stream, which is different from data cleaning in data warehouses where the entire dataset is available. In other words, if a dirty tuple only has violations with later tuples in the data stream, it can not be cleaned. A late update for a tuple in the output data stream cannot be accepted. • Dynamic rules: In a stream data cleaning system, the rule set is not static. A new rule may be added or an obsolete rule may be deleted at any time. A processed data tuple can not be cleaned again with an updated rule set. Reprocessing the whole data stream whenever the rule set is updated is not realistic. • Unbounded data: A data stream produces an unbounded amount of data, that cannot be stored completely. Thus, stream data cleaning can not afford to perform cleaning on the full data history. Namely, if a dirty tuple only has violations with tuples that appear much earlier in the data stream, it is likely that such a tuple will not be cleaned. Consider the example in Figure 1 , which is a data stream of on-line shopping transactions. Each tuple represents a purchase record. In the example, we show an extract of five data tuples of the data stream, from t1 to t5. Now, assume we are given two FD rules and one CFD rule stating how a clean data stream should look like: (r1) item → category; (r2) clientid → city; (r3) zipcode → city, zipcode = null. In our example, there are three violations of rules r 1 , r 2 and/or r 3 : (v1) t1 and t3 have the same non-null zip code but different city names; (v2) t2 claims bikes belong to category sports while t4 classifies bikes as toys; and (v3) t1 and t5 have the same clientid but different city names.
Note that when a stream data cleaning system receives tuple t1, no violation can be detected as in our example t1 only has violations with later tuples t3 and t5. Thus, no modification can be made to t1. Furthermore, delaying the cleaning process for t1 is not a feasible option, not only because of real-time constraints, but also because it is difficult to predict for how long this tuple should be buffered for it to be cleaned. Therefore, stream data cleaning must be incremental: whenever a new piece of data arrives, the data cleaning process starts immediately. Although performing incremental violation detection seems straightforward, incremental violation repair is much more complex to achieve. Coming back to the example in Figure 1 , assume that the stream cleaning system receives tuple t5 and successfully detects the violation v3 between t5 and t1. Such detection is not sufficient to make the correct repair decision, as the tuple t1 also conflicts with another tuple, t3. An incremental repair in stream data cleaning system should also take the violations among earlier tuples into account. We now give our problem statement as following. Problem statement: Given an unbounded data stream with an associated schema and a dynamic set of rules, how can we design an incremental and real-time data cleaning system, including violation detection and violation repair mechanisms, using bounded computing and storage resources, to output a cleaned data stream?
In the following sections, we overview the Bleach architecture and provide details about how Bleach solves the challenges. As shown in Figure 2 , the input data stream first enters the detect module (Sections III), which reveals violations against defined rules. The intermediate data stream is enriched with violation information, which the repair module (Section IV) uses to make repair decisions. Finally, the system outputs a cleaned data stream. Both detect and repair modules achieve real-time processing. The dynamic rules are handled by the rule controller module (Section V). To cope with the unbounded data, we discuss the windowing operation in Section VI. Section VII presents our experimental results. Section VIII overviews related work and Section IX concludes.
III. VIOLATION DETECTION
The violation detection module aims at finding input tuples that violate rules. To do so, it stores the tuples in-memory, in an efficient and compact data structure that we call the data history. Input tuples are thus compared to those in the data history to detect violations. Figure 3 illustrates the internals of the detect module: it consists of an ingress router, an egress router and multiple detect workers (DW). Bleach maps violation rules to such DWs: each worker is in charge of finding violations for a specific rule.
A. The Ingress Router
The role of the ingress router is to partition and distribute incoming tuples to DWs. As discussed in Section II, only a subset of the attributes of an input tuple are relevant when verifying data validity against a given rule. For example, a FD rule only requires its LHS and RHS attributes to be verified, ignoring the rest of the input tuple attributes. Therefore, when the ingress router receives an input tuple, it partitions the tuple based on the current rule set, and only sends the relevant information to each DW in charge of each specific rule. As such, an input tuple is broken into multiple sub-tuples, which all share the same identifier of the corresponding input tuple. An example of tuple partitioning can be found in Figure 3 , where we reuse the example from Section II.
B. The Detect Worker
Each DW is assigned a rule, and receives the relevant subtuples stemming from the input stream. For each sub-tuple, a DW performs a lookup operation in the data history, and emits a message to downstream components when a rule violation is detected. To achieve efficiency and performance, lookup operations need to be fast, and the intermediate data stream should avoid redundant information. Next, we describe how the data history is represented and materialized in memory; then, we describe the output messages a DW generates, and finally outline the DW algorithm. Data history representation. A DW accumulates relevant input sub-tuples in a compact data structure that enables an efficient lookup process. First, sub-tuples are grouped by the value of the LHS attributes used by a given rule: we call such group a cell group (CG). Thus, a CG stores all RHS cells whose sub-tuples share the same LHS value. The identifier of a cell group cg l is the combination of the rule assigned to the DW, and the value of LHS attributes, expressed as id(cg l ) = (id(r k ), t(LHS)) where r k is the rule assigned to the DW. Next, all cells in a CG sharing the same RHS value are grouped into a super cell (SC). Hence, within an individual DW, sub-tuples whose cells are compressed in the same sc are equivalent, as they have the same LHS attributes value (the identity of the cell group) and the same RHS attribute value (the value of the super cell).
In summary, the lookup process for a given input subtuple is as follows. Cell groups are stored in a hash-map using their identifiers as keys: therefore the DW first finds the CG corresponding to the current sub-tuple. Cells in the corresponding CG are the only cells that might be in conflict with the current cell. Violation messages. DWs generate an intermediate data stream of violation messages, which help downstream components to eventually repair input tuples. A violation message represents a violation, including: the ID of the cell group corresponding to the current tuple and the RHS cells of the current and earlier tuples in data history: msgvio = (id(cg l ), ccur, c old ). We observe that two cells in the same CG must also conflict with each other, as long as their values are different. Since the data repair module in Bleach is stateful, it is safe to omit some violation messages. Algorithm details. Next, we present the DW violation algorithm details, as illustrated in Algorithm 1. When a DW receives a sub-tuple ti satisfying the rule condition (line 2), it performs a lookup in the data history to check if the corresponding cell group cg l exists (line 3). If yes, it determines the number of SC contained in the cg l (line 4).
If there is only one SC sc old , violation detection works as follows. If the RHS cell of the current sub-tuple, ccur, has the same value as sc old , it emits a non-violation message (line 5-6). Otherwise, a violation has been detected: the DW emits a complete violation message, containing both the current cell and the old cell (line 8). If the CG contains more than one SC, the DW emits a single append-only violation message, which Algorithm 1 Violation Detection 1: given rule r = (X → Aj, cond(Y )) 2: procedure RECEIVE(sub-tuple ti) cond(ti(Y )) = true 3: if ∃id(cg l ) = (id(r), ti(X)) then 4: if |cg l | = 1 then cg l contains sc old 5:
if v(sc old ) = ti(Aj) then Add ccur to cg l 18: end procedure only contains the cell of the current sub-tuple (line 11). Such compact messages omit the SC from the data history, since they must be contained in earlier violation messages. In the end, the current cell ccur is added to the corresponding group cg l (line 17), either in an existing sc, or as a new distinct cell. It is worth noticing that, following Algorithm 1, a DW emits a single message for each input sub-tuple, no matter how many tuples in the data history it conflicts with.
C. The Egress Router
The egress router gathers messages for a given data tuple, as received from all DWs, and sends them downstream to the repair module. To avoid potential bottlenecks, Bleach can have multiple ingress and egress routers, so that their workload can be distributed based on tuple IDs.
IV. VIOLATION REPAIR
The goal of this module is to take the repair decisions for dirty data tuples, based on an intermediate stream of violation messages generated by the detect module. To achieve this, Bleach uses a data structure called violation graph [12] . The violation graph contains the detected violations, in which each node represents a cell. If some violations share a common cell, they will be grouped into a single subgraph. A single cell can only be in one subgraph. If two subgraphs share a common cell, they need to merge. Violation messages contribute to the creation and dynamics of the violation graph, which essentially groups those cells that, together, are used to perform data repair. Figure 4 sketches the internals of the repair module: it consists of an ingress router, the repair workers (RW), and an aggregation component that emits clean data. An additional component, called the coordinator, steers violation graph management, with the contribution of RWs.
A. The Ingress Router
The ingress router broadcasts all incoming violation messages to all RWs. As opposed to its counterpart in the detection module, it does not perform data partitioning. Although each Fig. 4 . Violation Repair RW receives all violation messages, a cell in a violation message will only be stored in one RW with the goal of creating and maintaining the violation graph.
B. The Repair Worker
Next, we describe the operation of a RW. First, we focus on the violation graph and the data repair algorithm. Then, we move to the key challenge that RWs address, that is how to maintain a distributed violation graph. As such, we focus on graph partitioning and maintenance. Due to violation graph dynamics, coordination issues might arise in a distributed setting: such problems are addressed by the coordinator component. The repair algorithm. Using the violation graph, several algorithms can perform data cleaning, such as the equivalence class algorithm [3] or the holistic data cleaning algorithm [5] . Currently, Bleach uses an incremental version of the equivalence class algorithm, although alternative approaches can be easily plugged in our system. Thus, a subgraph in the violation graph can be interpreted as an equivalence class, in which all cells are supposed to have the same value. By the equivalence class algorithm, the value with the highest frequency in a subgraph is supposed to be the correct value. The RW adds a violation message msgvio to a subgraph sg, by adding both cells in msgvio, if any cell encapsulated in msgvio are alreday contained in sg or sg has cells which are in the same cell group as any of the cells in msgvio. We define a subgraph identifier id(sg k ) to be the list of cell group IDs comprised in msgvio: id(cg1, cg2, ...). Note that when two subgraphs merge (as they share a common cell), their identifiers are also merged by concatenating both CG ID lists. To make the subgraph ID clear, sg k can be presented as sg id(cg 1 ,cg 2 ,...) . Distributed violation graph. Due to the unbounded nature of streaming data, it is reasonable to expect the violation graph to grow to sizes exceeding the capacity of a single RW. As such, in Bleach, the violation graph is a distributed data structure, partitioned across all RWs. However, unlike for DWs, the partitioning scheme can not be simply rule based, because a cell may violate multiple rules, creating issues related to coordination. Therefore, Bleach partitions the violation graph based on cells using cells tuple IDs (e.g., hash partitioning). Since violation messages are broadcasted to all RWs, a violation message msgvio is partially added to a subgraph sg in each RW, such that only cells matching the partitioning scheme are added in sg. Hence, a subgraph spans several RWs, each storing a fraction of the cells comprised in the subgraph. We use the subgraph ID to recognize partitions from the same subgraph.
An illustrative example is in order. Let's assume there are two RWs, rw1 and rw2, and the current violation graph consists in two subgraphs sg id(cg 1 ) , containing cells c1, c2, c3, and sg id(cg 2 ) , containing cells c4, c5. In our example, the violation graph is partitioned as in Figure 5 
C. The Coordinator
The problem we address now stems from violation graph dynamics, which evolves as new violation messages stream into the repair module. As each subgraph is partitioned among all RWs, subgraph partitions must be identified by the same ID. Continuing with the example from Figure 5(a) , suppose a new violation message {id(cg3), c6, c1} is received by both RWs. Now, in rw1, the new violation is added to subgraph sg id(cg 1 ) since both the message and the subgraph share the same cell c1: as such, the new subgraph becomes sg id(cg 1 ,cg 3 ) . Instead, in rw2, the new violation triggers the creation of a new subgraph sg id(cg 3 ) , since no common cells are shared between the message and existing subgraphs in rw2. The violation graph becomes inconsistent, as shown in Figure 5 (b): this is a consequence of the independent operation of RWs. Instead, the repair algorithm requires the violation graph to be in a consistent state, as shown in Figure 5 (c), where both RWs use the same subgraph ID for the same equivalence class.
To guarantee the consistency of the violation graph among independent RWs, Bleach uses a stateless coordinator component that helps RWs agree on subgraph IDs 1 .
D. The Aggregator
With the consistent distributed violation graph, each RW emits a data repair proposal, which includes all candidate val-ues and their frequency computed in a local subgraph partition. The aggregator component collects all repair proposals and selects the candidate value to repair a given cell as the one having the highest aggregate frequency. Finally, the aggregator modifies the current data tuple and outputs a clean data stream.
Note that the aggregator only modifies current tuples in the output stream. Instead, cells stored in the violation graph are not modified regardless of the repair decision: this allows to update frequency counts as new data streams into the system, thus steering the aggregator to make different repair decisions as the violation graph evolves. To avoid potential bottlenecks, Bleach can have multiple coordinators and aggregators, so that their workload can be distributed based on current tuple IDs.
V. DYNAMIC RULE MANAGEMENT
In stream data cleaning the rule set is usually not immutable but dynamic. Therefore, we now introduce a new component, the rule controller, shown in Figure 2 , which allows Bleach to adapt to rule dynamics. The rule controller accepts rule updates as input and guides the detect and repair module to adapt to rule dynamics without stopping cleaning process and without loosing state. Rule updates can be of two types: one for adding a new rule and one for deleting an existing rule. Detect. In the detect module, the addition of a rule triggers the instantiation of a new DW. The new DW starts with no state, which is built upon receiving new input tuples. As such, violation detection using past tuples cannot be achieved, which is consistent with the Bleach design goals. Instead, the deletion of an existing rule simply triggers the removal of a DW, with its own local data history. Repair. In the repair module, the addition of a new rule is not problematic with respect to violation graph maintenance operations. Instead, the removal of a rule implies violation graph dynamics (subgraphs might shrink or split) which are more challenging to address. Thus, in a subgraph, we further group cells by cell groups. Some cells might span multiple groups, as they may violate multiple rules. We label such peculiar cells as hinge cells, which can also be compressed into super cells if they share the same value and connect the same cell groups. The violation graph updates as following upon the removal of a rule. If a subgraph contains a single cell group related to the deleted rule, RWs are simply instructed to remove it. If a subgraph contains multiple cell groups, RWs remove the cell groups related to the deleted rule and update the hinge cells. With the remaining hinge cells, RWs check the connectivity of the remaining cell groups in the subgraph and decide to split the subgraph or not. 1 An example of a split operation can be seen in Figure 6 . The initial state of a subgraph is shown in Figure 6(a) : the subgraph is sg id(cg 1 ,cg 2 ,cg 3 ) , and its contents are three cell groups. Cell c1 and c7 are hinge cells, which work as bridges, connecting different cell groups together. Now, as a simple case, assume we want to remove the rule pertaining to cg2: the subgraph should become sg id(cg 1 ,cg 3 ) , as shown in Figure 6 (b). Note that cell c7 looses its status of hinge cell. A more involved case arise when we delete the rule pertaining to cg3 instead of the rule pertaining to cg2. In this case, the subgraph should not become sg id(cg 1 ,cg 2 ) as shown in Figure 6 (c). Indeed, removing cg2 eliminates all existing hinge cells connecting the remaining cell groups. Thus, the subgraph must split in two separate subgraphs sg id(cg 1 ) and sg id(cg 2 ) as shown in Figure 6(d) .
VI. WINDOWING
Bleach provides windowed computations, which allow expressing data cleaning over a sliding window of data. Despite being a common operation in most streaming systems, window-based data cleaning addresses the challenge of the unbounded nature of streaming data: without windowing, the data structures Bleach uses to detect and repair a dirty stream would grow indefinitely. In this section, we introduce our tuple-based Bleach windowing strategy. Windowed Detection. We now focus on how DWs maintain their local data history. The data history only contains cells that fall within the current window. When the window slides forward, DWs update the data history as follows: i) if a cell group ends up having no cells in the new window, DWs simply delete it; ii) for the remaining cell groups, DWs drop all cells that fall outside the new window, and update accordingly the remaining super cells. Windowed Repair. To improve cleaning accuracy, rather than only relying on the data within the current window to perform data cleaning, Bleach windowing uses an extension of a super cell, which we call a cumulative super cell. The idea is for the violation graph to accumulate past state, to complement the view Bleach builds using tuples from the current window. A cumulative super cell is represented as a super cell, with an additional field that stores the number of occurrences of cells with the same RHS value, including those that have been dropped because they fall outside the sliding window boundaries. RWs maintain the violation graph by storing cumulative super cells instead of super cells. When the window slides forward, RWs update the violation graph as follows: window [1, 4] window [3, 6] Fig. 7 . Bleach windowing example.
• RWs delete subgraphs which have no cells in the new window; • If a cell group in a subgraph has no cells in the new window, RWs delete the cell group; • For the remaining subgraphs, RWs delete hinge cells that do not bridge cell groups anymore because of the update. Also, RWs split subgraphs according to the remaining hinge cells; • For the remaining cell groups and hinge cells, RWs update cumulative super cells, "flushing" cells which fall outside the new window while keeping their count. Figure 7 illustrates a dirty data stream of two-attribute tuples. Assume we use a single FD rule (A → B) , a window size of 4 tuples, a sliding step of 2 tuples. When t 4 arrives, the window covers tuples [1, 4] . According to the repair algorithm, Bleach repairs t4(B) and sets it to the value b in the output stream. Note that as we described in Section IV, t4(B) remains unchanged in the violation graph. Now, when tuple t5 arrives, the window moves to cover tuples [3, 6] , even though t6 has yet to arrive. Bleach stores two cumulative super cells: csc1(id(t) = [3] , value = 'b', count = 3) and csc2(id(t) = [4, 5] , value = 'c', count = 2). Although t1 and t2 have been deleted because they are outside the sliding window, they still contribute to the count field in csc1. Therefore, tuple t5(B) is correctly repaired to value b, although c is the most frequent value in the current window.
VII. EVALUATION
We built Bleach prototype implementation using Apache Storm [18] . Input streams, including both the data stream and rule updates, are fed into Bleach using Apache Kafka [11] . We conducted all experiments in a cluster of 18 machines, with 4 cores, 8 GB RAM and 1 Gbps network interface each. We evaluate Bleach using both synthetic and real-life datasets. The synthetic dataset is generated from TPC-DS (with scale factor 100 GB) where we join a fact table store sales with its dimension tables to build a single table. We manually design six CFD rules, from r 0 to r 5 , as shown in Table I . Among these rules, r4 and r5 have the same RHS attribute s store name.
To generate a dirty data stream, we modify the values of RHS attributes with probability 10% and replace the values of LHS attributes with NULL with probability 10%. The real-life dirty dataset is the result of merging all the log files of Ubuntu One servers [10] for 30 days (773 GB of CSV text). We design a CFD rule, r6, as shown in Table I . With rule r6, the dirty ratio of the dataset is roughly 7 * 10 −5 . By exporting the r0 : ss item sk → i brand, (ss item sk = null) r1 : ss item sk → i category, (ss item sk = null) r2 : ca state, ca city → ca zip, (ca state, ca city = null) r3 : ss promo sk → p promo name, (ss promo sk = null) r4 : ss store sk → s store name, (ss store sk = null) r5 : ss ticket num → s store name, (ss ticket num = null) r6 : file extension → mime type, (file extension = null) datasets to Kafka, we simulate "unbounded" data streams. In all the experiments, we set the window size to 2M tuples and the sliding step to 1M tuples, unless otherwise specified. The synthetic dataset is used in all experiments except in our last battery of experiments, where the real-life dataset is used.
Our goal is to demonstrate that Bleach achieves efficient stream data cleaning under real-time constraints. Our evaluation uses throughput, latency and dirty ratio as performance metrics. We express the dirty ratio as the fraction of dirty data remaining in the output data stream: the smaller the dirty ratio, the higher the cleaning accuracy. More experiment results can be found in our technical report. Comparing Different Window Sizes. In this experiment, we evaluate Bleach with different window sizes. We set the window size as 200K, 500K, 1M and 2M respectively (the sliding step is half of the window size), and the experiment result is as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . We see that Bleach has a higher chance to clean the data stream with more tuples in the window. Figure 8 shows that the throughput decreases as the size of window increases. With a larger window, there are more tuples to be detected for violations in the data history. Hence, more violations are detected and sent to the repair module. The violation graph in the RWs will be larger. As a consequence, any subgraph operations including merging and split will take more time to finish. With our implementation the throughput drops 23% when the window size increases 10 times. In contrast, Figure 9 demonstrates that the cleaning accuracy may increase more than 10 times when the window size increases 10 times. Dynamic Rule Management. Next, we study the performance of Bleach in presence of rule dynamics. To do this, we initially use the same input data stream and rule set as in the first sets of experiments. However, while Bleach is cleaning the input stream, we delete rule r 5 and add two new rules r7 (ss ticket num → c email addr, (ss ticket num = null)) and r8 (ss customer sk → c email addr, (ss customer sk = null)). Figure 11 (a) and Figure 11(b) show the evolution in time of throughput and latency, whereas Figure 11(c) gives the CDF of the processing latency. Figure 11 (a) shows that rule dynamics can result in an increase in throughput. Indeed, removing r5 (at the 60M tuple) implies that Bleach needs to manage fewer rules; in addition, r4 becomes simpler to manage, as there are no more intersections with r5. Similarly, Figure 11 (b) shows that also latency decreases upon r5 removal. When rules r7 and r8 are added (at the 90M tuple), the throughput drops and the latency grows, as Bleach has more rules to manage, requiring more work from RWs. Figure 11(c) , shows the latency distribution. While the average latency is roughly 320 ms, we notice a tail in the distribution, indicating that some (few) tuples experience latencies up to seconds. This has been observed across all our experiments, and is due to the sliding window mechanism, which imposes computationally demanding operations when updating the violation graph, resulting also in rather low-level garbage collection problems.
Overall, we conclude that Bleach supports dynamic rule management seamlessly, with essentially no impact on performance, and no system restart required. Comparing Bleach to a Baseline Approach. We conclude our evaluation with a comparative analysis of Bleach and a baseline approach, which is based on the micro-batch streaming paradigm (that we refer to as micro-batch cleaning). Essentially, micro-batch cleaning buffers input data records and performs batch data cleaning periodically, as determined by a sliding window. Our implementation uses Spark Streaming in which window processing is time-based and not tuple-based. To demonstrate the performance of micro-batch cleaning and compare it to Bleach, we perform a series of experiments whereby we increase the sliding window size of micro-batch cleaning and fix the window size of Bleach to 2M tuples. We use the stream data input from the Ubuntu One trace file and its violation rule r6. We feed the input stream at a constant throughput of 1317 tuples/second, which is the average speed of the generation of the trace file. Thus, we focus on performance analysis expressed only in terms of latency and dirty ratio. Instead of consuming all the tuples in the input stream which will take 30 days, each experiment lasts 24 hours. Figure 10 illustrates the performance of both systems. As expected, for the micro-batch cleaning, the average latency is proportional to the window size. Indeed, since the data in the input stream is uniformly distributed, the average latency equals the sum of half of the window size and the average execution time for cleaning data in each window. As for the cleaning accuracy, the larger the sliding window, the more accurate micro-batch cleaning gets, hence a smaller output stream dirty ratio. Although the tuple-based window in Bleach contains roughly the same amount of tuples as the timebased window of 25 minutes in micro-batch cleaning, Bleach achieves better cleaning accuracy because of its cumulative statistics. In particular, we notice that to achieve the same cleaning accuracy as Bleach, micro-batch cleaning requires the sliding window to be larger than 45 minutes, which incurs in an average latency larger than 22 minutes. Instead, in Bleach, the average latency is less than 200 ms.
VIII. RELATED WORK
Many approaches to data cleaning [13] , [2] , [5] , [6] , [12] tackle the problem of detecting and repairing dirty data based on predefined data quality rules. [5] proposes a way to combine multiple rules together and to perform data cleaning work holistically. [4] focuses on functional dependency violations in a horizontally partitioned database, aiming to minimize data shipment and parallel computation time. NADEEF [6] is a Fig. 8 . Achievable throughput for different Bleach window sizes. Fig. 9 .
Comparison of cleaning accuracy for different Bleach window sizes. extensible and generic data cleaning system and BigDansing [12] is a large-scale version of NADEEF, which executes data cleaning job in frameworks like Hadoop and Spark. These approaches are effective when data is static. [7] , [8] provide incremental algorithms to detect errors in distributed data when data is updated, which is similar to violation detection in Bleach. [20] introduces a continuous data cleaning framework that can be applied to evolving data and rules driven by a classifier. These works focus on cleaning data stored in a data warehouse by batch processing, which achieves high accuracy but suffers high latency. In contrast, stream processing requires to be real-time, a challenge that has drawn increasing attention from researchers [1] , [9] , [14] . Nevertheless, stream data cleaning approaches are still in their infancy. Some works [16] , [21] focus on sensor stream data cleaning where the data is a sequence of numerical values. These works achieve data cleaning by operations like smoothing or deleting outliers. Instead, Bleach focuses on more general cases by using data quality rules.
IX. CONCLUSION
This work introduced Bleach, a novel stream data cleaning system, that aims at efficient and accurate data cleaning under real-time constraints. First, we have introduced the design goals and the related challenges underlying Bleach, showing that stream data cleaning is far from being a trivial problem. Then we have illustrated the Bleach system design, including both violation detection and violation repair. Finally, we have evaluated a prototype implementation of Bleach: our experiments showed Bleach achieves low-latency and high cleaning accuracy compared with a baseline system. Our plan for future works is to support a more varied rule set and to explore alternative repair algorithms.
